CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
5TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TIME PERSPECTIVES
13th – 17th July, 2020, University of Vilnius, Lithuania

The Conference
We are proud to announce the 5th International Conference on Time Perspectives in the beautiful city of
Vilnius, Lithuania, from July 13 to 17, 2020. Time and time perception are central concepts for a wide range
of social and natural sciences. The International Time Perspectives Conference has provided an arena for
within-discipline and interdisciplinary discourse on the study of time since 2007. Prior conferences where
held in Coimbra, Warsaw, Copenhagen, and Nantes. We welcome contributions from psychology and other
social sciences, natural sciences, health sciences, and the humanities, including anthropology, philosophy,
and political science, among others. We also aim to broaden the scope of our discussion by supporting
interactions with other disciplines like, for example, the arts, urban studies, gender or literature studies,
economics, design, and information technology, just to name a few.

Potential Topics of Interest
We are interested in interdisciplinary approaches to time research which might include the following areas:
Our everyday experience and understanding of time; temporal practices of individuals, groups, societies and
cultures; mental time travel; inter-temporal choice and decision-making; temporal cultures and socialization;
neural correlates of time perception; clinical implications of subjective time; biographical work and time
perspective; time management; time in business, social status and time use; work-life-balance and conflicts;
career success and time orientation; considerations of future consequences; instruments and methods for
the measurement of temporal constructs; rhythm and time structure; experience of flow; chronotype;
reconstruction of the past; mindfulness and time; boredom and time.
Although long, this list of topics is intended to be suggestive rather than exhaustive. Contributors may choose
to draw on material from a range of empirical spheres and theoretical perspectives or artistic work.

Procedure
The conference is organized as a collection of organized symposia, individual talks, poster sessions, artists’
presentations, and common key note lectures.

Timeline
18st June 2019

Call for abstracts of individual presentations and organized symposia opens.

31st January 2020

Submission deadline for all abstracts. Max. 250 words per abstract.

Symposia proposals should include a summary of the overall theme and proposed
chair of the session
1st March 2020

Decision on acceptance.

1st July 2020

Deadline for the regular registration for the conference; it is possible
to buy daily tickets until the end of the conference

13th July 2020

Onsite registration opens at the venue; Opening ceremony

17th July 2020

Closing ceremony

Organizing committee: Antanas Kairys, Viktorija Ivleva, Vincenta Juodkaite, Audrone Liniauskaite, Tianna
Loose, Fernanda Poblete, Raimonda Sadauskaite, Elisabeth Schilling, Anna Sircova; Alarith Uhde, Marc
Wittmann, Frank Worrel; et al.
Chair of scientific committee: Marc Wittmann.
Conference E-Mail Address for Correspondence: tpnet2020@gmail.com

